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Introduction
• At some point in their journey to social
enterprise, social entrepreneurs need
to choose a legal form for their
enterprise.
• This presentation will help you to think
more broadly about your personality
and the business model of your
enterprise.

• A thorough reflection will assist you to
make a more sensible choice of legal
form.
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Who is Marcus Coetzee?
•

Helps leaders to cultivate Strategic Clarity and find
Encouragement.

•

Strategist specialising in social enterprise.

•

Works very closely with:
o Social Enterprise Academy
o Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
o Imani Development
o Business Sculptors
o Citizen Surveys

•

Served over 100 clients since 1996.
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Presentation builds upon other resources
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Building the basics

What is a social enterprise?
• A social enterprise is an organization that adopts a
business-like approach to tackling a social or
environmental issue. It is a social business.
• Key ingredients include:
o It has an explicit social (or environmental) purpose
o It generates the majority of its income through business
activities
o It uses its profits to further its social mission

o It is accountable and transparent.

• “Social enterprise” is an adjective that describes how an
organization operates. It is not linked to a legal form.
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Ludwick Marishane developed Dry Bath, a clear germicidal
and moisturising gel, that can be used where clean water is
not available.

Social enterprise is a journey, a direction
Journey for Businesses

Journey for Non-Profit Orgs

DonorDependent
NPO

NPO with
Income
Activities

Social
Enterprise

High-impact
Business or
B-Corporation

SociallyResponsible
Business

Traditional
Business

Social Enterprise: Broad Definition
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See Journey to Social Enterprise for more detail

Practical choices of legal forms

Non-Profit Company (“NPC)

NPO Accreditation from DoSD

Private Company (“PTY”)

Various private accreditations
(e.g. B-Corp, Fair-Trade, Social
Enterprise Mark)

Sole Proprietorship or
Just a Brand
Good for starting off
and testing an idea.
Avoids creating
excessive bureaucracy.

PBO Accreditation from SARS
(S30)
DDO Accreditation from SARS
(S18A)
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Approx. 80% of requests I receive to create hybrid models
are unnecessary (or sometimes even unethical).

Legal forms are a “red herring”

A “red herring” is something that
“misleads or distracts from a relevant or
important issue”.
For some reason, social entrepreneurs
in South Africa tend to be easily
distracted by legal forms instead of
experimenting with business models
and finding customers.
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14 considerations for selecting a legal form for your
social enterprise
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1. Do you want your enterprise to help you become wealthy?
• I believe its perfectly acceptable for
entrepreneurs to make money by doing
good.
• Managers of enterprises with a nonprofit legal form can earn an
appropriate salary for their work.
However, they are not entitled to any
profit share.

• To achieve a profit share or determine
your own salary you’ll have to own
equity in your own private company.
If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

2. Are you prepared to share control over the strategy of your
enterprise?
• Enterprises with one of the non-profit
legal forms (e.g. NPC) are required to
have “open” governance structures
where other directors provide
oversight and are custodians of their
social or environmental purpose.
• In contrast, owners of private
companies have absolute control over
the governance of their organizations.
It is also easy for them to appoint or
dismiss directors.
If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

3. Will the enterprise require equity investment to scale?
• Impact investors can only buy shares in
a private company.
• Enterprises with a non-profit legal
form (e.g. NPC) have no equity. The only
way they could satisfy these investors
would be to setup a separate private
company. This creates another layer of
bureaucracy.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

4. Is “depth of impact” more important than “business success”?
• This false dilemma will help you to
think about your priorities. (It’s possible
to achieve both through a social
enterprise).
• Nevertheless, those entrepreneurs that
value impact over traditional business
success may find that the non-profit
company will work better for them.
This converse is also true.
STEPS works to eliminate clubfoot in Southern Africa. Its depth of impact is very clear.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

5. Will your enterprise compete with businesses?
• The South African Revenue Services
(SARS) is hesitant to award Public
Benefit Status to enterprises that
compete with traditional businesses
and undermine the tax base.
• In such instances, it may be better for
an entrepreneur to register a private
company, either as their enterprise or
as a subsidiary of their enterprise.

Brownies and Downies competes with other restaurants in Cape
Town while helping people with intellectual disabilities.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

6. Are you comfortable with bureaucracy?
• Enterprises that adopt one of the nonprofit legal forms may have some
additional bureaucracy layers to
comply with. These layers relate
primarily to the NPO Act and Income
Tax Act, and to donor reporting.
• In contrast, the bureaucratic burden on
private companies is somewhat lighter.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

7. Will your enterprise be able to develop a sponsorship offering or
invoice foundations / CSI departments?
• It is possible for enterprises with a forprofit legal form to still derive income
from Corporate Social Investment (CSI)
departments, marketing departments
and charitable foundations. It just
depends how the income is contracted.
• This makes it possible for such
enterprises to thrive without the need
for donations and becoming a nonprofit organization.

Sponsors have enabled GreenPop, a social enterprise based in Cape
Town, to plant hundreds of thousands of trees across Southern Africa.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

8. Are you willing to share success with other people and
organizations?
• There is a greater pressure on
enterprises with a non-profit legal
form to collaborate with other
organizations to jointly achieve
success. This pressure is both from
peers and a strategic necessity.
• The entrepreneur that wants to boldly
claim their successes is best served by
starting their own private company.

The Treatment Action Campaign is a good example of what can be
achieved with the collaborative culture of South Africa’s NGO sector.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

9. Will you be putting some of your own money in the enterprise?
• Many entrepreneurs put their own
money and resources and intellectual
property into “their” enterprise. Because
it is “their” enterprise they expect a
return someday. This is an acceptable
practice for entrepreneurs that own a
private company.
• While it is possible for entrepreneurs
to lend money to an enterprise with a
non-profit legal form, the sentiment
better suits those entrepreneurs that
own their own company.
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If YES:

For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

10. Will your beneficiaries need a subsidy to afford your product?
• Some social enterprises will sell
directly to their beneficiaries. If these
beneficiaries are generally able to
afford these products, then there is no
need for a non-profit legal form - a
private company will do.
• Should a subsidy be required, then an
entrepreneur may be better served by
one of the non-profit legal forms.

Communicare is one of South Africa’s oldest social enterprises. It provides
social housing, which is subsidized by a government housing grant.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

11. Do you hope to sell the enterprise one day or be paid out for your
contribution?
• Some entrepreneurs treat their social
enterprise as their asset (or even
retirement plan) which they have built.
At some point they may want to sell
their enterprise and make a nice chunk
of money.
• Entrepreneurs that think this way,
which I encounter quite regularly,
should rather register a private
company. It will result in a much
“cleaner” transaction, especially if
donors contributed to the enterprise.
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Mark Shuttleworth is a South African entrepreneur who sold his business for
R3.5 billion in 1995 and setup the Shuttleworth Foundation.

If YES:

For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

12. Will the enterprise need some grants to get up and running
properly?
• Grant funding for start-up enterprises
is more readily available for those that
have a non-profit legal form, though
not exclusively so.
• Most of the South African social
enterprises I know, have been strongly
supported by grant funding on their
journey towards social enterprise, and
have tended to be non-profit
companies.

Fix Forward received grant funding from the IDC in order to setup
its platform that connects skilled tradesmen with customers.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

13. Do you want to own the intellectual property or business model
and license it to the enterprise?
• I’ve encountered several entrepreneurs
that have invested significant expertise
in setting up a non-profit organization,
then one day decided to recover and
charge for their “intellectual property”.
• This has almost always created an
ethical and political mess, particularly
since donors helped fund this IP.

• It would have been much better for
these entrepreneurs to have setup a
private company in the beginning.

Licensing of IP is becoming increasingly common in the social
sector in South Africa. Shine Literacy has done this properly and
licensed other non-profits to apply its literacy model.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

✓

X

14. Are you prepared to work within budget parameters set by outside
parties?
• Donors tend to have strict criteria for
how their money must be spent. For
example, some donors may not want to
fund marketing or overheads. This
makes donations both a blessing and a
curse.
• Entrepreneurs that want a lot of
discretion over how their income
should be used, will be better suited to
setting up a private company.

Although USAID funding is appreciated by non-profit organizations in South
Africa, it tends to come with very strict parameters for how it is spent.

If YES:
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For-Profit

Non-Profit

X

✓

Reviewing the checklist
Business Model and Personality Criteria.
1. Will you want your enterprise to help you become wealthy?

Vote:
For-Profit Legal Form
Yes

2. Are you prepared to share control over the strategy of your enterprise?
3. Will the enterprise require equity investment to scale?

Yes
Yes

4. Is “depth of impact” more important than “business success”?
5. Will your enterprise compete with businesses?

Yes
Yes

6. Are you comfortable with bureaucracy?
7. Will your enterprise be able to develop a sponsorship offering or invoice foundations / CSI departments?

Yes
Yes

8. Are you willing to share success with other people and organizations?
9. Will you be putting some of your own money in the enterprise?

Yes
Yes

10. Will your beneficiaries need a subsidy to afford your product?
11. Do you hope to sell the enterprise one day or be paid out for your contribution?

Yes
Yes

12. Will the enterprise need some grants to get up and running properly?
13. Do you want to own the intellectual property or business model and license it to the enterprise?
14. Are you prepared to work within budget parameters set by outside parties?
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Vote:
Non-Profit Legal
Form

Yes
Yes
Yes

Thank you

Website: www.MarcusCoetzee.co.za
Linked-in: www.linkedin.com/in/coetzeemarcus
Twitter: @MarcusCoetzee
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